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LDA ONE: MINIMALIST AND COMPACT PA/VA SYSTEM WITH FULL
FUNCTIONALITIES
LDA Audio Tech will showcase its latest developments in EN 54 certified voice
alarm solutions, installed in more than 50 countries

Málaga, Spain - January 2, 2019.– The Spanish company LDA Audio Tech will
participate for the seventh consecutive year in the world’s largest meeting of AV
professionals, Integrated Systems Europe, with its latest developments in EN 54
certified PA/VA solutions that have been already installed in facilities of 50 countries.
ISE 2019, held in Amsterdam from 5-8 February, gathers the leading international
companies in audiovisual technologies and systems integration. Every year this event
attracts more and more visitors from Europe and the rest of the world, which is why it is
an important meeting point with partners and distributors, as well as an outstanding
showcase for presenting new products.
LDA Audio Tech gets back to ISE, since the Spanish company is one of the most
renowned European manufacturers in the AV sector and exports its know-how to
more than 40 countries around the world, especially in Europe, Latin America, the
Middle East and Asia.
The company will show all its strength in designing and developing new PA/VA
solutions for the most demanding installations, such as airports, malls, hospitals,
universities or corporate buildings. These are the main products shown in ISE 2019:
•

•

•

•

ONE, a complete EN 54-16 certified public address, background music and
voice alarm system that includes an integrated EN 54-4 battery charger in the
same device, perfect for basic installations. ONE has an innovative Wall & Rack
design that allows it to be mounted on both the wall and the rack, according to
the needs of each project. It is specifically designed for small and medium
installations. The ONE system is very easy to install and configure, without the
need for external applications, and it integrates perfectly with third-party
technologies.
NEO, an EN 54-16 certified public address, background music and voice alarm
system, compact and all-in-one, with a great scalability for medium and large
venues thanks to NEO Extension units. Designed for medium and large venues,
NEO offers advanced functions while reducing time and costs. Its plug-and-play
philosophy facilitates all installation, maintenance and operating procedures.
New EN 54-24 certified speakers, to expand the brand range in sound
projectors, surface speakers and ceiling speakers with fire dome. LDA speakers
are designed to offer maximum power and intelligibility in any situation.
NEO Control, an auto-install software to manage NEO systems remotely.
Without the need to configure databases, NEO Control can add the installation
drawing plans and manage the system from top to bottom: volume control,
audio routing, failure supervision, evacuation mode, etc.
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•

AES67 and Dante integrations with LDA products, to offer maximum
compatibility to any kind of installation. All LDA Audio Tech systems work
smoothly with third party integrations and protocols, such as Ethernet, audio
over IP or Cobranet.

LDA Audio Tech will be at stand number 7-M220, where there will be live
demonstrations. The stand will be equipped with a 32U rack, fully operational with NEO
and ONE systems, NEO Extension units, speakers, voice alarm panels and AES67
equipment.

ABOUT LDA AUDIO TECH
With four decades of experience, LDA Audio Tech is one of the world's leading
manufacturers of audio, public address and voice alarm systems for evacuation. It
was the first company in Spain to obtain the demanding certification EN 54-16 and
today it is an international benchmark that exports to more than 50 countries around
the world.
LDA manufactures all-in-one solutions of public address and voice evacuation, in
addition to loudspeakers, amplifiers, microphones, alarm panels and all kinds of
accessories for installers, engineers and integrators.
LDA systems are present in facilities of different formats in several countries of
Europe, Latin America, the Middle East, Africa and Asia-Pacific: colleges, airports,
railway networks, government buildings, conference halls, hospitals, shopping and
sports centres, among others.
LDA Audio Tech has more than 35 years of experience designing and manufacturing
solutions for public address and voice alarm, as well as being a member of national
and European committees that review the EN 54 standard to ensure its requirements.
All systems and components of LDA Audio Tech are developed and manufactured at
the company headquarters, located in the Technological Park of Andalusia, in Malaga
(Spain). In addition, the company has commercial offices in Madrid, Chile, Saudi
Arabia and Mexico, as well as its own distribution channels in European Union and
non-EU countries.

BROCHURES & MORE (links):
ONE System è https://lda-audiotech.com/en/one/
ONE pictures è http://support.lda-audiotech.com/sites/default/files/201805/ONE.zip
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NEO System è https://lda-audiotech.com/en/neo/
Datasheets, manuals & technical info è http://support.lda-audiotech.com/

More info
www.lda-audiotech.com/en
marketing@lda-audiotech.com
+34 952 028 805
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